
PKVA: NEWSLETTER TO ALL RESIDENTS 
 
 
Dear Resident 
 
This is our first newsletter of 2013. 
The newsletter contains the following information; 

1) Area security information 
2) Contributors to the area security 
3) SAPS contact numbers 
4) The PKVA website 
5) Potholes: How to claim for damage to your motor vehicle 
6) Field and Study  Centre – our green neighbour 

We hope that you find it both useful and informative. 

 
SECURITY: 
 
We are pleased to report that there was only one minor incident reported over the December 
period!  
On 17 December 2012, an individual entered the area through the Field & Study gate. He gave the 
guard the address where he was going. As the guard on duty did not recognize this person and 
thought he looked ‘suspicious’, he contacted the boom and had him followed whilst armed response 
and SAPS were on their way. The perpetrator was apprehended and arrested on a property. This 
person had no reason to be there and the residents were away. The guards on duty have been 
commended for their proactive actions! 
 
According to stats released by the Sandton Community Police Forum, during the week of 14/12/12 – 
20/12/12 incidents of crime in surrounding areas increased by 50% compared to the same week in 
2011. The PKVA is represented at the Community Police Forum meetings which are held regularly. 
 
Access cards:  There has been an extremely positive response to the introduction of monitored 
access - 94% of PKVA residents are using access cards! The committee recently contacted residents 
whose cards have not been used for a while. The purpose of the exercise is to ensure access cards 
have not been mislaid and that our security is not compromised. These reports will be run on an on-
going basis. The PKVA committee has received encouraging feedback from residents who are 
pleased with this on-going monitoring approach. 
 
If you require access cards, are leaving the area or if you are using access cards that belong to a 
previous owner/tenant, please contact Sue du Plessis on sue.duplessis2@gmail.com or 082 385 
9878 so that the access card system can be updated. 
It is also important to let Sue know if any of your access cards/tags have been misplaced or lost. 

 
CONTACT DETAILS: 
If your contact details (eg. email address, cell phone number) have changed or if you would like to 
receive your PKVA Newsletter via email, please let Sue du Plessis know at sue.duplessis2@gmail.com 
or 082 385 9878 
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CONTIBUTORS/NON-CONTRIBUTORS: 

We appeal to those residents who do not contribute to the security costs in our area to please re-

consider. Everyone benefits from the monitored access system but there remain some residents 

who, for whatever reason, do not ‘do their bit’. And compared to surrounding areas, the monthly 

subscription is fairly low. The PKVA only just breaks even each month so everyone is encouraged to 

contribute. 

And to those residents who always contribute, our grateful thanks! 

PLEASE CONTRIBUTE AND KEEP OUR AREA SECURE 

 

 

SAPS CONTACT NUMBERS: 

Here are the telephone numbers of the SAPS vehicles that are specifically allocated to our Sector: 

071 675 6095/6 
 
 
 
WEBSITE 
 
The website content has been updated to reflect the current PKVA committee members and their 
contact details. All the relevant documentation such as past newsletters, AGM minutes, financial 
information and so forth has also been made available for viewing and downloading. 
 
In addition to this, we have added a feedback section where you can send us your comments, 
compliments or anything that should be shared with the PKVA committee. 
 
On the JUST FOR FUN tab, we have some handy tools such as weather forecasts, exchange rate 
calculator, South African rates table and a Sudoku of the day. 
 
Please be sure to check in on the website from time to time as we periodically add new information 
and functionality. 
 
The website can be found at www.pkva.co.za 
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CLAIMS PROCESS FOR POTHOLE DAMAGE 

 
We have some correspondence from Councillor Vincent Earp with regard to claiming for damage 
caused to vehicles due to potholes. This should be useful to those in need. 
 
 
 

 
 
Dear Residents 
 
The City is insured against its liability for damage caused to motor vehicles by potholes. 
 
Over the past 12 months, as our roads have continued their general decline, I have received an 
increasing number of queries regarding claims against the City for damages caused to resident's 
property.  
 
Residents wishing to claim for damage caused by potholes should direct their queries to the official 
responsible for processing and assisting with such claims: Bonolo Ramohlala. 
 
Contact details as are as follows: 
 
Email: bramohlala@jra.org.za 
Tel: 011 298 5148 
 
Residents should also be sure to report any potholes by contacting: 
 
Email: hotline@jra.org.za 
0860 563 874 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Cllr. Vincent Earp 
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FIELD AND STUDY CENTRE 
 
Most, if not all, residents are aware of the Field and Study centre located towards the bottom of 
Kingswood Crescent. PKVA residents have access to the Centre via a Security guarded gate open 
06h00 – 18h00 daily, seven days a week.  The park is not only an a wonderful green lung in the heart 
of  Sandton, but also offers a coffee shop, horse stables and a Centre offering cooking courses, 
language classes, art education and more. 
 
We thought some information about the work that the Friends of Field and Study do to maintain the 
park which a lot of us enjoy making use of, would be of interest. 
 
“Our aim is to keep it the natural, open space that it is and to protect the parkland from being sold 
off or to oppose any efforts to change the character of the park.  We have vigorously opposed 
proposals from the Joburg Property Co. who, during those 6 years, have tried to do both. 
 
 We oversee the maintenance of the Park and generally try to keep improving the Park in any way 
we can. We have had more benches and bins put in, got the Dinosaur climbing frame for the children 
and have just had the toilets refurbished. We have further plans with help from the community. 
 
 With no worker in the Park and Parks unable to provide security, we have now negotiated a ‘No 
Charge’ Contract with ADT to patrol the Park 24/7 with response. Boards at the entrance and on the 
field with emergency numbers are now erected.” 
 
For more information please visit:  
http://www.footprint.co.za/fieldandstudy_friends.htm 
and 
http://fieldandstudy.co.za/ 
 

Friends of the Field and Study aim to raise funds to protect, preserve and promote the interests of 
the Field and Study park, the members and the public who use it. If you would like to join or make 
contributions, please download the application form from the PKVA website at www.pkva.co.za in 
the Other Downloads section under the NEWS tab. 
 
 
 
Kind regards 
 
PKVA COMMITTEE 
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